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Platform Economy – Metaphorically

• Reorganization of the capitalist economy in 

which the digital platform owners are 

developing power that is stronger than that of 

the factory owners in the industrial revolution

or Ford with his assembly line

• Data is the new “oil” 

• Algorithms are the machines that refine that oil and 

extract value

– AI takes them further





A New IT World is Emerging



Meeker 2018



Current Activity – Is This AI?

• Current work:

–Document retrieval

–Text classification

–Fraud detection

–Recommendation systems

–Personalized search

–Social network analysis, planning, diagnostics

–Facial recognition



AI – No Winter This Time?

• Huge new databases for training

• Huge new (curated) databases for training

–Recaptcha was us training Google’s Streetview

–Facial recognition software (visit China or US and 

your face is digitized)

• Inexpensive computing power

• Improvements in algorithms



Artificial General Intelligence?

• Seems unlikely in near future

• For each game, the computer must be taught rules by 

human. Rules must be codifiable

• Wrong rules, then wrong results



Beware of the Hype
 In 2013, the MD Anderson Cancer Center 

adopts IBM’s Watson to diagnose and 
recommend treatment for certain forms of 
cancer. In 2017, project suspended after 
consuming $62 million. Never used on a 
patients (Davenport and Ronanki)

 London-based investment firm MMC Ventures 
finds no evidence of “artificial intelligence 
applications at 40 per cent of 2,830 AI start-ups 
in Europe.”



Where Will It Be?  Everywhere but 

Imperceptible

• Not general but introduced into many specific 

domains

• Needs human input when new situations arise

–Problem of the stop sign blown down by wind

• We react and understand this

–Problem of local culture. In Pittsburgh they let first 

left turner go first



USA vs. China



China vs. USA – Opinions and Fears

• Kai Fu Lee – US is the research leader but 

China will be the winner in using in practically

• Winner-take-all or opportunities for all 

countries?

–China will overtake (has overtaken the US)?

• Massive investment by China



Cady and Etzioni 2019

China vs. USA AI Papers



USA vs. China AI – Top 10%



USA vs. China AI – Top 1%



Algorithms and Platforms



Algorithmic Decisions

• Call customer service and from your phone number 
they estimate your value as a customer. If you’re low-
value customer you wait on hold. If you’re a high-
value customer you get to a customer representative 
immediately. 

• Capital One’s website infers based on your browsing 
information what kind of value as a customer you 
represent. They’ll display a different ad determined by 
what they call your e-credit score. 



Algorithms Predict (and thereby decide)

Using only "Facebook Likes" researchers were able to 

predict to a high degree of accuracy "latent" traits –

often with eighty to ninety percent accuracy "sexual 

orientation, ethnicity, religious and political views, 

personality traits, intelligence, happiness, use of 

addictive substances, parental separation, age, and 

gender" among others. This kind of "guessing" via 

algorithmic processes allow reasonable guesses at a 

trait that is not known or disclosed`



Increasingly Work with Algorithms and Platforms

• Services

–Call centers, travel agents, etc. 

–Lawyers preliminary research done by 

algorithms

–Simple press reports partially written by 

algorithms

–Computers scan X-rays etc. and flagging 

anomalies 

• Factory robots



Platforms



The  Platform has a God’s Eye View 

with ability to see all actions, 

unilateral ability to change terms of 

engagement, and to suspend or 

banish dependents

The only recourse is to the 

platform itself



Competition



Profound Shifts in Inter-Firm Power

• Platform owners have great power over those in their 

ecosystem

– E.g., Chinese payment systems becoming duopoly

• Affects not only merchants but also banks

– E.g., Amazon becoming dominant retailter

• Affects not only retailers but also Fedex and UPS

• Industry boundaries become blurred due to data

– New entrants – incumbents from other places or new firms

• Value chains can receive new intermediaries

– May resegment or integrate



Labor and Value Creation



Platforms Are Enormous New Spaces for 

Value Creation

• Labor elite working in platform firm extremely high per 
person revenues

• Contractors doing some of the lowest quality jobs 
such as screening hate and torture videos to 
extremely skilled programming tasks

• Platform-mediated markets normally low profit, but 
can be high paying, if successful

• Platform-mediated work – Uber, Upwork etc. low 
wages no upside

• Platform-mediated content – YouTube, Spotify, etc. 
long-tail distribution for success



Platforms Are Enormous New Spaces for 

Value Creation (continued)

• Enormous decentralized labor in creating websites 

1.8 billion websites if it took 100 hours to build 

each one then it is 108 billion hours.

• Finally, there is the user-generated content, which 

includes Facebook, Instagram, Google searches, 

blogging, reviews, rankings, etc.  Incalculable 

billions of hours



Dependent Entrepreneurship 

(with Donato Cutolo)

• Platform as panopticon

• Appropriation entrepreneur’s business 

• Input control 

• Changing the terms of participation

• Platform owner competes with complementor

• Complementor and customer relationships

• Ranking/rating system management



Dependent Entrepreneurship: Reponses

• Multi-homing

• Diversification of income sources

• Collective action

• Legal action

• Disintermediation



Haydn Shaughnessy & Fin Goulding



Platform Owner Provides Ecosystem 

with Resources

• Access to resources

• Access to enormous market 

• Platform-derived legitimacy 

• Lower opportunity costs (begin part-time etc.)



Concluding Thoughts



Conclusion

• Platforms transforming social, economic and 

political life

• Creating enormous amounts of new value

–Transforming old work (Uber, publishing, 

advertising, etc.)

–Creating new work (YouTuber, blogger, etc.)

• Evolving rapidly with AI, machine learning, big 

data analysis



Thank You


